WHITE PAPER

A PLM SOLUTION

to improve your
business performance

editorial
Once reserved for major corporations, Product Lifecycle
Management solutions (or PLMs) are now winning over many
SMEs and ISEs in the industrial sector. This democratization is
a result of the maturity of the technology and its direct impact
on the productivity of all departments. PLMs have become an
indispensable element in any IT system that is evolving to meet
the challenges of its time.
But to ensure that the implementation of a PLM solution truly
pays off, it's also important to see it as a strategic operation that
involves the entire company. A PLM is more than just a software
component. It's a product data management model geared
towards innovation and the optimization of both internal and
external communication. Here's how to get the most out of it.
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A tool that
helps everyone

PLMs are often seen as a tool designed for engineers. True, they effectively optimize
design tasks by improving BOM management. But centralizing product data and
making it available to everyone actually benefits every department in the company:
design, maintenance, marketing, purchasing, manufacturing and even customer
relations. PLMs are like an informational backbone, connecting every employee in
the company, allowing them to communicate easily about data and ensuring that
any changes they make are taken into account in real time.

How does afonctionne
Comment
PLM
le PLM ?
work?

How can a software be so effective at streamlining communication between different
points in the value chain? In a word: centralization. A PLM tool centralizes current
and historical product data, which would traditionally be stored in several different
databases. It becomes the single reference tool through which the data can be
managed consistently and trasferrer from one department to another. To be fully
functional, the PLM must be interfaced with any other software that allow users to
view or modify the data: CADs, ERPs, EDMs, etc.

Get 25% of your time back
It is estimated that design office employees involved in creating a new product spend
a quarter of their working hours on managing technical data. That's 25% of their
available time dedicated to sharing product data with other departments (quality
control, purchasing, manufacturing, etc.) or using external databases (CADs, emails,
shared servers, etc.) to update the data.
While they may not be the only ones who benefit from a PLM solution, engineers
definitely have a lot to gain. Centralization and real-time updating of all data saves
them precious time they can then spend on tasks with higher added value.

Decrease your time to market
The loss of productivity that comes with manual data management can be felt
thoughout the value chain of industrial companies. PLMs optimize internal and
external communication by automating product data management, increasing
productivity and considerably reducing your time to market.

Let's talk projects
Implementing a PLM is a decisive strategix choice, but on a
technical level it's a straightforward IT project, well within
reach of most companies. Contemporary PLM solutions like
PTC's Windchill are highly prized by major corporations as well
as potentially helpful for smaller enterprises, and they can be
deployed in just a few weeks. They are compatible with all the
major CAD tools on the market, and their intuitive design makes
them easy to master.

* Source : PTC
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A significant
Comment
fonctionne
impact
le PLM
on
your?product organization

A cross-departmental vision
of the product lifecycle

A PLM isn't just a tool, it's a strategic approach in and of itself, a type of solution that
can transform product lifecycle management and provide a cross-departmental
view. It organizes product data in a way that makes it available in the right format for
various successive purposes as required by company employees.

Marketing
Defining the type of product
sought by clients and prospects.

Design office / Testing
Turning these innovative ideas into
precise BOMs.

Purchasing
Identifying the right suppliers to
provide the material needed for
each item.

Production
Manufacturing the products based
on BOMs transmitted by the PLM
to the ERP.
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Sales
Identifying the clients for whom
the products are being made and
any potential customizations to
add.

Encourage innovation
Innovation is often made possible by the development of new
synergies between the various professions that make up the
company. PLM solutions help to abolish siloed structures by undoing
the traditional segmentation of application environments, supporting
the development of a digital ecosystem that fosters innovation.

Improve productivity and reduce the risk of errors
9altitudes's team of experts now design all their projects by making
PLM solutions the informational backbone of the company. This role
is shared with the ERP, so it's important to develop a synergy between
the two tools that allows you to get the best out of both, while limiting
entry errors and data loss as much as possible.

Logistics and distribution
Researching any logistical
constraints connected to the
products.

A custom ERP/PLM connector developed by 9altitudes
Quality
Describing the protocols required
to achieve a level of quality that
meets client expectations.

After-sales service
On-site follow-up on products and
their associated services.

To ensure this synergy, our team has developed an ERP/PLM connector designed
to automate data transfers between the two solutions. More specifically,
implementation of the connector ensures that design BOMs (eBOM) are immediately
transformed into manufacturing BOMs (mBOM) and transmitted to the ERP without
human intervention. When performed manually, this task takes up a significant
amount of time and is a potential source of errors. By automating it, you ensure
that your product data remains consistent throughout the product lifecycle, and is
updated in real time.
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THE PLM SOLUTION OFFERED
BY 9ALTITUDES:

Windchill,
from software published PTC

In 2015, 9altitudes became partners with PTC,
pioneering PLM publisher and an international
leader in CAD development. This gave our
employees the opportunity to develop thorough
expertise in PTC's flagship software solution:
Windchill.
The latest version of the Windichill solution is a
poster child for the new generation of PLM tools.
Designed to optimize both internal and external
stakeholder collaboration and foster innovation,
Windchill breaks down silos and acts as a true
informational backbone that integrates smoothly
with other software components: CADs, ERPs,
CRMs and even digital MESs designed for
industrue stakeholders.
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Let our expertise in IT solutions for the manufacturing
industry help you build your organization of the future.

www.9altitudes.com

